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ABSTRACT 
In this short note we extend a result proved by Klamer in 1979 on the regular realization of 
representations of Poincart groups, to a much larger class of motion groups. 
Let k be a local field of characteristic different from 2. Choose a non-trivial 
continuous additive character x of k. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space 
over k and let V’ be its algebraic dual. 
Let Q be a non-degenerate quadratic form on V. Put 
B(o, w) = 1/2[Q(o + w) - Q(o) - Q(w)]. 
Denote by D(V) the space of C,oD- (Schwartz-Bruhat- if k is non-archimedean) 
functions on V. Fix a Haar measure do on the additive group V. The Fourier 
transform _? off e L’( V) is defined by 
f(w) = S f (o)x(B(o, w))du (w E 0 
” 
We shall normalize do in such a way that for all f e D( V) the following inver- 
sion formula holds: 
f(u)=~~(w)x(-B(u,w))dw CUE VI. 
Denote by dt the Haar measure on the additive group k, chosen as above in case 
I/= k, B(u, w) = uw. 
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We shall throughout assume that n =dim Vz3 if Q is isotropic. Set 
V*= V-(O), k*=/?-(O). 
THEOREM 1. There exists a map f + A4f from D( I’,) to D(Q( V,)) such that 
for all @ E D(Q( I’..)) one has 
S O(Q(o))f (u)do = Jv ) @(t)M-(t)dt. 
V * 
Moreover Supp MfC Q(Supp f) and, in the archimedean case, f -+ Mf is con- 
tinuous. 
Denote by O(Q) the orthogonal group of Q. 
For t~k* put 
T,={vE I’:Q(u)=t} 
and, for t = 0, let r0 be the set of non-zero isotropic vectors. T,(t E Q(V)) is an 
O(Q)-orbit. 
It is easy to see that Mf(t) has a well-defined meaning for f ED( V) and 
te Q(v,). 
PROPOSITION 2. (Rallis-Schiffmann). 
(a) For f eD( V), Mf is C” on k* (locally constant on k* if k is non- 
archimedean); 
(b) M,(f) is continuous for t = 0 (f l D( V)); 
(c) pt : f + Mf(t) (t E k) is a tempered O(Q)-invariant positive measure with 
support Ft. 
We are interested in the Hilbert space LZ(pur). Clearly L2(pt) can be con- 
sidered as a subspace of S’(V), the space of tempered distributions on k’, by 
associating with f eL2(,u1), 
@ + 5 f 69 6(WP, (@ E S( V)). 
Put .Z’=5(L2(p,)), g denoting Fourier transform. Let G = Vx O(Q), the semi- 
direct product of I/ and O(Q). Then, inheriting the innerproduct of L2(,uu1), ti 
is a minimal G-invariant Hilbert subspace of S’(V). 
MAIN THEOREM 3. &?C &, ( v). 
This was shown by Klamer in his thesis [l] for O(Q) = 0(1, n, R) by explicit 
computation. We shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. g(L2(pt))CLf,,( I’) if and only if for every compact subset K of 
I/ there is a positive constant C, such that 
; I~(Y)12~~~(Y)~C,ll~ll~ 
for all @ ED( I’) with Supp @C K. 
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Furthermore, the following lemma was proved by Rallis and Schiffmann ([2], 
Theoreme 2.9 and relation (2-2)). 
LEMMA 5. 
(i) Itif(s)jlllfll, for allfES(I’) and allsEk. 
(ii) For s#O one has: IfiJ( I IsI-“” Ilf^lli for all f l S(V). In particular 
tiJ is integrable for n L 3. 
It follows that for all f e S( V): 
IMjW 5 llMjlll=; Iw-~(W~ 
= s lfi~cw~+ ,.I, IQjW~ ,x1 5I
~vol{x: 1x15 1> . llfll, +( s Is/ -n’2ds)IIf II1 
1x12  
~4llf II1 + ll.m, 
where c is a positive constant. 
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM. If Q is anisotropic, then O(Q) is compact. 
L2&) consists of distributions of compact support, hence S(L2(p1))c C”( V). 
Let now Q be isotropic and nz3. 
Let 0 ED( V) with Supp @ contained in a compact subset KC I/. Put 6(v) = 
$( - y) for y E V. Then clearly /I@ *611 r I C’k II@ II: for a constant Ci> 0, depen- 
ding only on K, not on the choice of @. Putting f = @ *J we get from the 
formula: 
IMj@)I ~C(llf II1 + lIPIll> 
the relation: 
! I~~Y~12~~,~Y~~~~ll~ll:+~;tll~ll~~ 
IC~II#I/~, where C,=c(l +C;(). 
Now apply Lemma 4. This completes the proof. 
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